
  

• Was the work area and/or start date on the 
ticket the excavator’s true intention when the 
notice was made, but they subsequently devi-
ated, or was it inaccurate from the beginning?

Since the DIRT user is unsure how to capture 
these situations, some apparently resort to 
OTHER. Records with OTHER are filtered out 
in the annual DIRT reports, as they provide no 
insight as to what is occurring.

Some users choose NOTLOCATED, which is a 
locating practices Root Cause, described by the 
DIRT Users Guide as in figure 1 below.

Some use CALLCENTER, but its intended usage 
is described by the DIRT Users Guide as in figure 
2 below.

To address these concerns, the Root Causes 
relating to notification issues will be revised per 
figure 3.

On the current form (above) “Notification to 
one-call center made, but not sufficient” and 
“Wrong information provided to One Call 
Center” appear to cause confusion for some 
common situations. Below are examples of Root 
Causes and free-text descriptions found in the 
DIRT data. There are many more variations of 
these.

• If an excavator digs outside the area described 
on the ticket, did it provide the wrong information 
or did they inadequately describe the work area? 

• If an excavator digs before the valid start date, 
did it provide the wrong start date or did they 
provide insufficient notice? 
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These more straightforward descriptions should 
assist in determining which “bucket” to put 
these common situations into and minimize 
misclassifications of Root Causes, leading to 
more useful analysis. 

CGA’s surveys show that 811 awareness is in-
creasing, indicating that professional excavators 
and the public know about 811 and the impor-
tance of getting buried facilities marked before 
digging. However, there may be less awareness 
of nuances such as how long in advance of the 
work to notify, how long the marks are valid, or 
the need to re-notify if the work area is extend-
ed. By cross-referencing with other DIRT fields 
(state, county, type of excavator, type of work), 
targeted education programs can improve com-
pliance with 811 notice regulations, and reduce 
these types of damages and near-misses. 

Reminder: The current DIRT form remains in ef-
fect for events occurring in 2017. Starting Jan. 1, 

2018 data should be 
collected according 
to the revised DIRT 
form, even if it won’t 
be entered until the 
deadline approaches 
in March 2019.

As part of our continuing 
series on 2018 revisions 
to DIRT, we discuss the 
Root Causes (Part I) 
relating to one call 
center/811 notification. 

Figure 3

Figure 1

Figure 2


